The TRU-Comfort 4 is a modular back cushion that incorporates superior positioning and comfort. The back design allows for optimal positioning in the seating system to reduce any loss of seat depth caused by cumbersome mounting hardware. It offers a four-way stretch CoolCore® cover that allows for maximum temperature and moisture control. Features include a high resolution foam cushion with a standard Visco topper for ultimate comfort and support. The Sport Back is also available with a leatherette cover and HR foam insert.
Features

- 10” wide to 24” wide
- 10” tall to 25” tall
  - Back height extension kit required for 24” and 25” height options
- 450 lbs. weight capacity
- High-resolution foam base with a Visco topper
- Coolcore® outer cover for maximum heat and moisture control
- Zipper access located at the top of the cushion cover to allow for ease of access for adjustment of positioning components or use of foam-in-place insert
- Also available with the Sport high-resolution foam base leatherette outer cover
- A center panel with independently adjustable width contoured side panels
- Optional two-piece height extension for 24” & 25” back heights
- Tracks built into the side panels for mounting of positioning laterals

Additional Options

- Optional pressure reduction Sunmate® FRG foam topper available for TC4 cushion
- Adjustable lumbar and lateral inserts

CoolCore® Technology

CoolCore® is a research-proven performance-fabric technology that adapts to its environment and regulates temperature by managing heat and moisture. The proprietary construction helps manage heat and moisture. Whether for the casual or athletic minded, Coolcore has the ability to change your personal environment and greatly improve your overall well-being.